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Abstracts of recently accepted papers
Rotational periods and starspot activity of young solar-type dwarfs in the open cluster
IC 4665
S. Allain1 , J. Bouvier1 , C. Prosser2 , L.A. Marschall3 and B.D. Laaksonen3
1

Laboratoire d’Astrophysique, Observatoire de Grenoble, URA CNRS 708, Université Joseph Fourier, B.P. 53, 38041
Grenoble Cedex 9, France (allain/bouvier@gag.observ-gr.fr)
2
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, MS-66, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA
(prosser@cfa.harvard.edu)
3
Gettysburg College, Dept. of Physics, Gettysburg, PA 17325, USA (marschal/s207723@gettysburg.edu)
We present the results of a V-band photometric monitoring survey of 15 late-type dwarfs in the young open cluster IC
4665. Low-amplitude periodic light variations are found for 8 stars and ascribed to the modulation by starspots that
cover typically a few percent of the stellar disk. Periods range from 0.6 to 3.7d, translating to equatorial velocities
between 13 and 93 km.s−1 . That no period longer than 4d was detected suggests a relative paucity of extremely slow
rotators (Veq << 10 km.s−1 ) among late-type dwarfs in IC4665. The fractional number of slow rotators in IC 4665 is
similar to that of Alpha Per cluster, suggesting that IC 4665 is close in age to Alpha Per (∼ 50 Myr).
Accepted by Astron. J.

On Coagulation and the Stellar Mass Spectrum
Eric J. Allen and Pierre Bastien
Montreal Star Formation Group, Département de physique, Université de Montréal, C.P. 6128, Succ A, Montréal,
Québec, H3C 3J7, Canada, and Observatoire du mont Mégantic
E-mail contacts: allen@astro.umontreal.ca, bastien@astro.umontreal.ca
The importance of coagulation in the making of the stellar mass spectrum is studied using two coagulation indicators
and the model of Lejeune and Bastien (1986). A search is made for correlations between these indicators and the
physical characteristics of the four types of stellar groups investigated here: open clusters (54 cases), OB associations
(16 cases), globular clusters (16 cases), and galaxies (13 cases). Although 1- coagulation is certainly not the only physical process which determines eventually the stellar mass spectrum and 2- the Lejeune and Bastien (1986) analytical
solution describes only approximately the physics involved, we found that it fits the mass spectra extremely well. The
fits are definitely much better than the usual power law fits. The results show that coagulation seems to be pretty
independent of the conditions at which it takes place. The means of the coagulation indicators for each type of stellar
group are found to be quite close to each other (within the limits of uncertainty), which adds more weight to these
results. It is also found that the effects of coagulation are difficult to show, at least for stellar groups with ages greater
than ∼
= 107 yr. A method of assessing the amount of mass loss by the cluster is also described.
Accepted by Ap.J., currently scheduled for October 20 issue.
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Twin Herbig-Haro Jets and Molecular Outflows in L1228
John Bally1 , David Devine2 , Robert A. Fesen3 , and Adair P. Lane4
1,2

Department of Astrophysical, Planetary, and Atmospheric Sciences and Center for Astrophysics and Space Astronomy Campus Box 389, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309, USA
3
Department of Physics and Astronomy 6127 Wilder Lab, Dartmouth College, Hanover NH 03755, USA
4
Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics 60 Garden St., MS-78, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA
E-mail contact: bally@nebula.colorado.edu
We present new optical, near infrared, and millimeter wavelength observations of the dark cloud L1228 located in the
Cepheus Flare. There are at least 2 active young stellar objects within a 20 diameter region in the L1228 cloud core
that drive two separate Herbig-Haro (HH) outflows, a molecular hydrogen jet, and associated CO outflows. The red
nebulous object RNO 129 (HH 198), located 1o north of the L1228 cloud core, is a Herbig-Haro flow from a T-Tauri
star located near the eastern end of the HH object.
The Herbig-Haro object HH 199 is associated with a large molecular outflow (L1228A) centered on a low luminosity
(4 L ) young stellar object IRAS 20582+7724, the brightest infrared source in this cloud core. The brightest visual
wavelength components, HH 199R1 and R2, lie about 80 to the southwest of the IRAS source where the redshifted
lobe of the CO outflow may be breaking out of the molecular cloud and have velocities up to 50 km s−1 . A chain
of faint blueshifted (V ≈ −40 to −150 km s−1 ) HH objects, HH 199B1 through HH 199B6, lie to the northeast of
the IRAS source towards the blueshifted lobe of the L1228A CO outflow. The projected distance between HH 199R2
and HH 199B6 is about 200 or nearly 2 pc. Near the center of this outflow, a chain of knots bright in the 2.122µm
wavelength S(1) line of molecular hydrogen extends for about 10 along a nearly east-west axis on both sides of IRAS
20582+7724. This axis differs from that of the L1228A/HH 199 outflow by about 40o . We consider a model in which
the jet from IRAS 20582+7724 varies in its ejection direction. At present, the outflow as traced by the H2 jet appears
to be impacting dense C3 H2 emitting clumps east and west of the IRAS source. A redshifted CO ridge extends 100
to the west of the IRAS source at the same orientation as the H2 jet but a more prominent northeast-southwest ridge
extends along the HH 199 optical axis from HH 199B6 in the northeast, through the IRAS source, to HH 199R2 in
the southwest.
A periodic blueshifted (V ≈ −40 to -150 km s−1 ) chain of Herbig-Haro objects, HH 200, is superimposed on the
redshifted lobe of the L1228A outflow. It is associated with low velocity blueshifted CO lobe of a second outflow,
L1228B. The source of this jet is an embedded T-Tauri star located 1.50 northwest of IRAS 20582+7724. There is a
faint HH object 90 to the northeast of the source of the HH 200 jet, directly opposite the location of the bright bow
shock at the end of the blueshifted lobe of the HH 200 jet. This lobe may mark the location of an invisible counterjet.
HH 200 has a projected length of over 180 , corresponding to 1.8 pc (assuming a distance of 300 pc to L1228) and
shows quasi-periodic knot spacing of roughly 10 corresponding to a projected spacing of 0.09 pc. At a flow velocity
of 300 km s−1 , and an assumed outflow inclination angle of 45o , this spacing may be a result of episodes of enhanced
mass loss occurring roughly every 500 years.
Accepted by The Astrophysical Journal

Magnetic Braking, Ambipolar Diffusion, and the Formation of Cloud Cores and Protostars: III. Effect of the Initial Mass-to-Flux Ratio
Shantanu Basu1,2 and Telemachos Ch. Mouschovias2
1
2

Physics and Astronomy Department, Michigan State University, East Lansing, MI 48824, USA
Departments of Physics and Astronomy, University of Illinois, 1002 W. Green Street, Urbana, IL 61801, USA

E-mail contact: basu@msupa.pa.msu.edu or tchm@astro.uiuc.edu
Two previous papers have formulated the problem of the formation and contraction of protostellar cores in isothermal,
rotating, self-gravitating, magnetically supported model molecular clouds, and presented results, respectively, for a
typical case and for the effects of varying five dimensionless free parameters of the problem. In this paper, we study
the effect of varying the sixth parameter µd,c0 , the initial central mass-to-flux ratio in units of the critical value
for collapse. Clouds with initial central mass-to-flux ratio ranging from highly subcritical (µd,c0 = 0.1) to initially
critical (µd,c0 = 1.0) are studied. Core formation is initially quasistatic (i.e., negligible acceleration) for the subcritical
clouds, but dynamic for the critical cloud. In the case of the critical cloud, magnetic-tension forces bring an end to
2

the magnetic-braking induced, initial phase of (dynamic) collapse (caused by the rapid loss of rotational support);
quasistatic contraction follows. After ambipolar diffusion increases (quasistatically) the central mass-to-flux ratio
above the critical value, cores in all model clouds enter a dynamic phase of contraction. We find that, by the end of
the isothermal phase of contraction, at a central density enhancement of about 106 (e.g., from 3 × 103 cm−3 to 3 × 109
cm−3 ), the widest range of core masses and angular momenta is obtained from the variation of the free parameter
µd,c0 ; specifically, we find that Mcore ∝ µd,c0 , and (J/M )core ∝ µ2d,c0 . The observationally guided range of values of
µd,c0 in our parameter study can explain naturally a range of core masses 3 - 30 M and specific angular momenta
1019 − 1021 cm2 s−1 .
Accepted by The Astrophysical Journal

Modelling accretion in protobinary systems
Matthew R. Bate, Ian A. Bonnell and Nigel M. Price
Institute of Astronomy, Madingley Road, Cambridge, CB3 0HA, UK
A method for following fragmentation simulations further in time using smoothed particle hydrodynamics (SPH) is
presented. In a normal SPH simulation of the collapse and fragmentation of a molecular cloud, high-density regions of
gas that form protostars are represented by many particles with small separations. These high-density regions require
small time steps, limiting the time for which the simulation can be followed. Thus, the end result of the fragmentation
can never be definitively ascertained, and comparisons between cloud fragmentation calculations and the observed
characteristics of stellar systems cannot be made.
In this paper, each high-density region is replaced by a single, non-gaseous particle, with appropriate boundary
conditions, which contains all the mass in the region and accretes any infalling mass. This enables the evolution of
the cloud and the resulting protostars to be followed for many orbits or until most of the original cloud mass has been
accreted.
The Boss & Bodenheimer standard isothermal test case for the fragmentation of an interstellar cloud is used as an
example for the technique. It is found that the binary protostellar system that forms initially does not merge, but
instead forms a multiple system. The collapse is followed to 4 initial cloud free-fall times when approximately 80% of
the original mass of the cloud has been accreted by the protostars, or surrounds them in discs, and the remainder of
the material has been expelled out to the radius of the initial cloud by the binary.
Accepted by Mon. Not. R. Astr. Soc.

Ionized Carbon in NGC 6334
R. T. Boreiko and A. L. Betz
Center for Astrophysics & Space Astronomy, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309, USA
E-mail contact: boreiko@spot.colorado.edu
We have observed the 158 µm 2 P3/2 − 2 P1/2 fine-structure transition of C+ along the ridge of star formation in NGC
6334 with a velocity resolution comparable to that of millimeter-wave molecular and recombination lines. The C ii
radiation is bright and widespread, with integrated intensities Iint > 10−4 erg cm−2 s−1 sr−1 along a line extending
0
over 16 . There is a general correlation between regions of intense C ii emission and warm dust and CO radiation, such
as would be expected for phenomena which are all associated with star formation, but no small-scale correspondence
is found. The C ii excitation temperature is higher than that of the dust or CO. The line profiles are complex, with
evidence for self-absorption as well as emission from H ii regions. No single physical component of the gas appears
responsible for the observed C ii line profiles, as is usually the case for CO or recombination lines. Rather, the PDR,
ionized gas, and colder or more tenuous material all contribute, with relative importance determined by the geometry
and energetics of the region.
Accepted by Ap. J., currently scheduled for Nov. 20 issue
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Plateau de Bure Observations of HL Tau: Outflow motions in a remnant circumstellar
envelope
S. Cabrit1,2 , S. Guilloteau3 , P. André4 , C. Bertout1 , T. Montmerle4 , and K. Schuster3
1

Observatoire de Grenoble, BP 53, F-38041 Grenoble Cedex 9, France
DEMIRM, Observatoire de Paris, 61 Avenue de l’Observatoire, F-75014 Paris, France
3
Institut de Radioastronomie Millimetrique, 300 rue de la Piscine, 38406 Saint-Martin d’Hères, France
4
Service d’Astrophysique, Centre d’Etudes de Saclay, F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette, France
2

E-mail contact: Sylvie.Cabrit@obspm.fr
We present 12 CO (J=1-0) observations of HL Tau with the Plateau de Bure interferometer (PdBI, 300 beam) and the
IRAM 30-m (2200 beam). On a large scale, HL Tau drives an anisotropic, mostly redshifted bipolar outflow, and is
located within a flattened remnant envelope roughly perpendicular to the jet axis, of mass ∼ 0.2 M . PdBI maps reveal
small-scale structures nested within these regions. A broad range of velocities is present. However, interferometric
maps are severely contaminated by extended emission for velocities less than 0.8 km.s−1 from line center, which
hampers a totally unambiguous interpretation. In the present analysis we concentrate on velocities sufficiently large
to be mostly unaffected by this confusion problem.
We do not find convincing evidence for rotation in our data. We also identify several problems with the pure infall
interpretation proposed by Hayashi et al. (1993). The required central mass would be at least 1.5 − 3.5 M for i =
55◦ -80◦ , which seems uncomfortably large. In addition, the detailed velocity structure and the asymmetry between
blueshifted and redshifted gas are not well explained. Hence, infall alone cannot reproduce all of our observations. We
derive an upper limit to the free-fall rate toward HL Tau of ∼ 6 − 9 × 10−6 M /yr .
The problems encountered by an infall model, together with the known presence of a molecular outflow from HL Tau,
lead us to propose that kinematics in the remnant envelope around HL Tau are heavily affected by entrained outflow
motions. The distinctive blue/red asymmetric structure in our PdBI maps (blueshifted emission is weaker and mostly
confined in the system midplane, while redshifted emission is stronger and more closely follows the jet axis) is then
naturally accounted for, as the same asymmetry is observed in the large-scale bipolar outflow from HL Tau.
The action of jet bowshocks, or the steady-state entrainment of circumstellar gas, seems able to explain the transverse
extent of the perturbed gas and its overall kinematics. The net molecular mass outflow rate is large (∼ 4 − 10 × 10−6
M yr −1 ), far exceeding the present disk accretion rate, and at least comparable to the envelope infall rate. Envelope
clearing by jet entrainment could then be an important process regulating the inner disk accretion rate in HL Tau, as
well as the transition to the fully optically revealed T Tauri stage.
If our estimates of outflow and infall rates are correct, the modest envelope mass ∼ 0.2 M inferred from our IRAM
30-m observations indicates that HL Tau has already accumulated most of its final stellar mass, and that it is in a
relatively short-lived (≤ 5 × 104 yr) phase of energetic mass ejection, leading to envelope dispersal.
Accepted by Astronomy & Astrophysics.

An analytical method for computing optically thick line profiles
R. Cesaroni
Osservatorio Astrofisico di Arcetri, Largo E. Fermi 5, I-50125 Firenze, Italy
We present a simple-minded approach to the computation of line profiles in the limit of zero line width and infinite
optical depth. The method is a generalisation of the model of Morris (1975). The line is assumed to arise from a
spherical clump with a radial velocity field: both the expansion/collapse velocity and the excitation temperature of the
emitting gas are described by a power law dependence on the clump radius. The computation turns out to be almost
fully analytical. The model results are compared with profiles observed in the molecular environment surrounding
ultracompact Hii regions.
Accepted by Astron. Astrophys.
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Dust emission from protostars: the disk and envelope of HH24MMS
Claire J. Chandler1 , David W. Koerner2 , Anneila I. Sargent3 and Douglas O. S. Wood1,4
1

National Radio Astronomy Observatory, P.O. Box O, Socorro, NM 87801, USA
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Mail Code 169-506, 4800 Oak Grove Drive, Pasadena, CA 91109, USA
3
Division of Physics, Mathematics, and Astronomy, 105-24, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, CA 91125,
USA 4 Present address: Kodak Scientific Imaging Systems, 4 Science Park, New Haven, CT 06511, USA
2

E-mail contact: cchandle@nrao.edu
High-resolution imaging of the protostar HH24MMS at wavelengths of 7 mm and 3.4 mm shows the dust emission to
originate from two components: an unresolved disk and an extended envelope. The envelope is an order of magnitude
more massive than the disk, suggesting that HH24MMS is very young, since the fraction of circumstellar material in
an extended component probably decreases with the age of the forming star. For the disk, the frequency dependence
of the dust mass opacity coefficient, β, is 0.68 ± 0.12, significantly lower than the interstellar medium value of 2. In the
envelope β is less well constrained, but must lie in the range 0 to 1.9. Emission from the disk dominates at wavelengths
longer than 3 mm, but the far-infrared emission is relatively weak. This suggests that the envelope is optically thick
at wavelengths as short as 60 µm, and obscures the disk.
Accepted by The Astrophysical Journal Letters

Near Infrared Observations of Southern Young Multiple Systems
A. Chelli1 , I. Cruz-Gonzalez2 and Bo Reipurth3
1
2
3

Laboratoire d’Astrophysique, Observatoire de Grenoble, U.J.F./B.P. 53, F-38041 Grenoble, Cedex 9, France
Instituto de Astronomia, Universidad Nacional Autonoma de México, Apartado Postal 70-264, México D.F. 04510
European Southern Observatory, Casilla 19001, Santiago 19, Chile

We report observational results from near infrared slit scanning of 16 southern pre-main sequence multiple sources.
For each system, we derive the angular separation and the magnitude difference in the J, H, K and in most cases L
bands. Two systems (Sz 30 and LkHα 346) are found to be triple and four (Herschel 4636, LkHα 346, RNO 92 and
VV CrA) exhibit a flux inversion among the components between 0.55 and 3.61 µm, that is, the secondary as defined
in the visual begins to dominate the system light at infrared wavelengths.
Accepted by Astron. Astrophys. Suppl. Ser.

Molecular H2 Emission in HH47A: HST GHRS and FOC Observations
Salvador Curiel1,2 , John C. Raymond1 , Mark Wolfire3 , Patrick Hartigan4 , Jon Morse5 , Richard D.
Schwartz6 & Peter Nisenson1
1

Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA
New address: Instituto de Astronomı́a, UNAM, Apartado Postal 70-264, 04510 México, D.F, México
3
Astronomy Department, University of California at Berkeley, NASA-Ames (MS 245-3), Moffett Field, CA 94035,
USA
4
Rice University, Houston, TX 77251, USA
5
Space Telescope Science Institute, 3700 San Martin Drive, Baltimore, MD 21218, USA
6
Department of Physics and Astronomy, University of Missouri-St Louis, 8001 Natural Bridge Road, St. Louis, MO
63121, USA
2

E-mail contact: scuriel@cfa.harvard.edu; scuriel@astroscu.unam.mx
We present HST ultraviolet observations of the bow shock at the end of the HH 47 stellar jet obtained with the GHRS
Spectrograph and the FOC Camera. The GHRS spectrum shows three prominent emission lines of H2 which are
produced by Lyα fluorescence, and one line that we cannot identify. Fluorescence from Lyα generated in the bow
shock and Mach disk of HH 47A can account for the observed H2 line fluxes provided that the H2 absorbs about
one-third of these Lyα photons. We find that our FOC image of HH 47A is made up of about 70% hydrogen two
photon continuum and about 30% fluorescent H2 emission. This image closely resembles optical [S II] and Hα images
of HH 47A, but differs significantly from H2 images of the region taken at near-infrared wavelengths. This is because
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the two photon continuum and the Lyα photons which drive H2 fluorescence both originate in the Hα emitting gas,
and the Lyα mean free path is small.
The presence of molecular hydrogen in HH 47A is difficult to understand. If the H2 forms in a dense region between
the bow shock and the Mach disk, then the emission should be significantly more blueshifted than observed. Models
that excite H2 using C-shocks or magnetic precursors assume that molecular hydrogen exists in the preshock gas of
HH 47A. However, this gas lies within the wake of a previous high velocity ejection from the star and is exposed to
ionizing radiation from the Gum nebula, so we would not expect to find any H2 in this region.
Numerical calculations indicate that the UV H2 line emission may be produced by either reformed H2 molecules in the
region between the bow shock and the Mach disk or from a C-shock or Magnetic Precursor, while the near infrared H2
emission observed in HH47A arises mainly from a C-shock or Magnetic Precursor along the wings of the bow shock.
We propose that the scenario that best explains the current results is one where the HH47A bow shock is running into
a clump of molecular gas which could be either co-moving with the preshock gas or nearly stationary with respect to
the ambient cloud, primary on its more distant face.
To appear in The Astrophysical Journal; November 1, 1995
A copy of this paper is available via the World Wide Web at: http://cfa-www.harvard.edu/∼curiel/papers.html

On the Global Stability of Magnetized Accretion Disks. II. Vertical and Azimuthal
Magnetic Fields.
Charles Curry and Ralph E. Pudritz
Department of Physics and Astronomy, McMaster University, Hamilton, Ontario, Canada L8S 4M1
E-mail contact: curry@physics.mcmaster.ca
We investigate the global stability of a differentially rotating fluid shell threaded by vertical and azimuthal magnetic
fields to linear, axisymmetric perturbations. This system, which models a thick accretion disk in the vicinity of its
midplane, is susceptible to the Velikhov-Chandrasekhar (VC) instability in the absence of the azimuthal field. In
most cases, the azimuthal field tends to stabilize the VC instability, although strong fields (Alfvén speed of order the
characteristic rotational speed in our incompressible model) are required for complete stabilization. Stability diagrams
are constructed, indicating critical values of the two fields for instability. We find an additional strong field instability
that arises when the azimuthal Alfvén speed exceeds the characteristic rotational speed. This instability, in the case of
a freely bounded configuration, has certain similarities to the sausage instability for interpenetrating fields in plasma
physics, and may be important for very massive disks or filamentary molecular clouds. An application to the L1641
region in Orion A is briefly discussed. Finally, we find that the effect of a radially varying vertical field (without an
azimuthal field) is mainly stabilizing.
Accepted by Astrophys. J.

Near-infrared and optical imaging of the L 1551-IRS 5 region – the importance of poorly
collimated outflows from young stars
Christopher J. Davis1 , Reinhard Mundt1 , Jochen Eislöffel2 & Thomas P. Ray3
1

Max-Planck-Institut für Astronomie, Königstuhl 17, D-69117 Heidelberg, Federal Republic of Germany
Laboratoire d’Astrophysique, Observatoire de Grenoble, Université Joseph Fourier, B.P. 53X, F-38041 Grenoble
Cedex, France
3
School of Cosmic Physics, Dublin Inst. for Adv. Studies, 5 Merrion Square, Dublin 2, Ireland
2

E-mail contact: davis@mpia-hd.mpg.de
The bipolar outflow from L 1551-IRS 5 is perhaps the archetypal example of the outflow phenomenon amongst young
stellar objects (YSOs). In this paper we report on near-infrared observations of the L 1551-IRS 5 region in the 2.12 µm
line of shocked H2 . Although copious amounts of emission are discovered in the blueshifted molecular lobe, surprisingly,
none is found in the redshifted one. Generally the H2 emission is knotty or amorphous. Only one H2 emission region,
HH 260, appears bow shock shaped in our data, with the axis of the bow pointing back towards IRS 5. Our H2
observations are compared with high quality optical data obtained by us through [SII] λλ6716,6731, Hα and nearby
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narrowband continuum filters. There appears to be only a weak spatial correlation between the optical emission,
recording shocks with Vshock ≥ 40 km s−1 , and the shocked H2 emission, which traces lower shock velocities. As an
example, the IRS 5 jet is not detected at 2.12 µm. Much of the optical and near-infrared line emission is patchy, and
covers a wide range of position angles as seen from IRS 5. All of this emission, however, is confined to an ovoid-shaped
and presumably wind blown cavity which has a total extent of 0.45 pc and a dynamical age of about 2200 yrs. Within
this emission-line cavity, which we refer to as the “Hα cavity”, the high-velocity CO gas is also found. The slower CO
gas and an additional cavity seen only in scattered light lie outside this emission line cavity.
The presence of both the highly-collimated jet from IRS 5 and the poorly-collimated flow seen much further away (as
evidenced by the Herbig-Haro (HH) emission within the Hα cavity spread over a large range of position angles as
seen from the source) is difficult to reconcile. In the past it has been suggested that there is a poorly collimated wind
from the source in addition to the jet and that it is this component, rather than the jet, that drives the associated
CO outflow and powers the large amount of “off-axis” HH emission. This idea, however, does not account for many
of the observations in IRS 5 and in other poorly collimated outflows. We therefore suggest that the opening angle
of the outflow varies with time so that sources like IRS 5 pass through alternative phases of poor and high degrees
of collimation. In IRS 5, this scenario can in principle explain the observed “scattered light cavity” and shell of lowvelocity CO gas, both of which enclose the “Hα cavity” and the high-velocity CO flow. The implications for other
poorly collimated outflows from YSOs, and for the acceleration of their CO flows, is also examined. Finally, we briefly
consider possible implications for the origin of cometary reflection nebulae.
Accepted by Astronomical Journal (August)

CO and shocked H2 in the highly collimated outflow from VLA1623
W.R.F. Dent, H.E. Matthews and D.M. Walther
Joint Astronomy Centre, 660 N. A’ohoku Place, Hilo, Hawaii 96720, USA
E-mail contact: dent@jach.hawaii.edu
We show large-scale 12 CO and H2 images of the outflow from the proposed ‘class 0’ young star VLA1623. Shocked
H2 emission is clearly associated for the first time from this flow. Most of the H2 lies in compact knots, each of which
is downstream from a peak in the high-velocity CO. The total outflow mass derived from the CO data is 0.32 M ,
most of which lies in the extended blue-shifted southeast flow. The outflow in this direction is ≥ 15 arcminutes (0.7pc)
in length with an opening angle of ≤ 1.6◦ . It can be divided into two regions: the first, within 0.07pc of the star,
has a conical shape. Beyond this radius, the low-velocity CO has a limb-brightened morphology, with a narrower,
centrally-peaked lane at high velocities; this is indicative of flow along the walls of a cylindrical cavity. We suggest
that most expansion of the outflow cavity occurs within the initial 0.07pc of the source; beyond this the molecular
flow is confined to a cylinder of constant width ∼ 0.03pc. Comparison of the CO and H2 results tend to suggest that
the NW side of VLA1623 may contain two separate flows.
The near-infrared continuum image shows the dense cloud around the VLA1623 source in silhouette against a background nebula. There is no evidence of elongation perpendicular to the outflow direction, and the core has a sharp
outer radius of ∼ 0.02pc, with no surrounding lower-density accreting envelope. Fits to the radial distribution of
extinction indicate a Gaussian rather than shallow power-law density gradient.
Accepted by MNRAS

Near–Infrared and Very High Sensitivity VLA 2 cm Continuum Observations of the
HII Region G29.96−0.02
Alan L. Fey1 , Ralph A. Gaume1 , Mark J Claussen2 , and Frederick J. Vrba3
1

US Naval Observatory, Code EO, 3450 Massachusetts Ave NW, Washington, DC 20392–5420, USA
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3
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E-mail contact: afey@alf.usno.navy.mil
The ultra–compact HII region G29.96−0.02 has been imaged at a frequency of 15 GHz using combined multiple VLA
configuration data. The images show a remarkably complex structure. The edge–brightened arc–like core of the HII
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region is embedded in low level emission extending over several tens of arcseconds (100 ≈ 0.036 pc). Filamentary–like
structures are observed east of the core, some perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the arc–like core. These radio
continuum observations are inconsistent with predictions of current models for ultra–compact HII regions. Near–
infrared images have also been obtained with the USNO infrared camera. These images identify the position of the
ionizing star and suggest that the HII region is embedded in a young stellar cluster. We suggest a model in which the
radio continuum appearance of G29.96−0.02 may be explained simply by expansion in a highly anisotropic medium;
more exotic models are not required. To the west, the HII region is expanding into a region with a relatively high
ambient density. This denser region impedes the expansion of the HII region in that direction. Molecular material
is photo–evaporated off a hot molecular core and is then swept back along pressure gradients, creating the cometary
appearance. On the eastern side, the HII region freely expands into a less dense but still highly anisotropic ambient
medium, thus creating the observed filamentary structure.
Accepted by ApJ; currently scheduled for the November 1, 1995 issue.

Thermal Jets and H2 O Masers: The Case of HH 80-81
Y. Gómez1 , L.F. Rodrı́guez1 and J. Martı́2
1
2

Instituto de Astronomı́a, UNAM, Apdo. Postal 70-264, Mexico, D.F. 04510, Mexico
Departamento d’Astronomia i Meteorologia, UB, Av. Diagonal 647, 08028 Barcelona, Spain

E-mail contact: gocy@astroscu.unam.mx
We present high angular resolution (∼0.00 3) VLA observations of the H2 O (22.2 GHz) maser emission toward the
HH 80-81 thermal radio jet. We find that the H2 O maser is located at ∼700 to the NE of the core of the jet, clearly not
coincident with it. A deep 3.5 cm VLA radio continuum map reveals the presence of a weak (∼0.05 ± 0.01 mJy) radio
source coincident in position (within 0.00 1) with the H2 O maser. In this region, the thermal jet and the H2 O maser
are most probably being powered by different stars. We discuss this and other cases of thermal jets with nearby H2 O
maser emission.
Accepted by The Astrophysical Journal

Warm Molecular Gas Associated With Cometary H II Regions
Y. Gómez1,2 , G. Garay3 and S. Lizano2
1
2
3

NRAO, P.O. Box 0, Socorro, N.M. 87801, USA
Instituto de Astronomı́a, UNAM, Apdo. Postal 70-264, 04510 México, D.F., Mexico
Departamento de Astronomı́a, Universidad de Chile, Casilla 36-D, Santiago, Chile

E-mail contact: gocy@astroscu.unam.mx
We present observations of the (J,K)=(2,2) and (3,3) inversion transitions of ammonia, made at ∼400 resolution with
the VLA, in the direction of the G32.80+0.19 and G61.48+0.09 star forming regions, which contain cometary-like and
compact H II regions. Our data reveal the presence, in both complexes, of compact ammonia structures, with sizes
of ∼ 0.2 pc, which are intimately associated with the regions of ionized gas. The ammonia clumps have excitation
temperatures in the range 60 − 80 K and molecular hydrogen densities in the range 0.7−5 ×104 cm−3 . We suggest that
these warm ammonia clumps correspond to compact molecular structures, embedded within more extended molecular
clouds, which have been heated by the radiation from the star that ionizes the associated HII region and possibly
compressed by the shocks driven by the expansion of the HII region.
We find that the molecular clumps associated with the cometary-like HII regions are located near the head of the
ionized region and have line center velocities similar to those of the ionized gas at the head position. These results
imply that the cometary HII regions studied here, which exhibit strong gradient in the line center velocities along their
symmetry axis, are experiencing the champagne phase of evolution. In particular the case of G61.48-0.09 is interesting
because it seems that two champagne flows are occurring in this HII region. The ammonia clump associated with the
most compact HII region within the G32.80+0.19 complex exhibits the (2,2) main HF line in absorption and the (3,3)
main HF line in emission, which we explain as due to a blend, within a synthesized beam, of an emitting region of hot
molecular gas and an absorbing region of cold gas in front of a continuum source.
Accepted by The Astrophysical Journal
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Dust around Young Stars: Photopolarimetric Observations of the T Tauri Star BM And
V.P. Grinin1 , E.A. Kolotilov2 and A. Rostopchina1
1
2

Crimean Astrophysical Observatory, Crimea, 334413 Nauchny, Ukraine
Sternberg Astronomical Institute, Crimean Laboratory, Crimea, 334413 Nauchny, Ukraine.

The results of photoelectric U BV observations of the T Tauri type variable BM And made during 1983-1991, as well
as of simultaneous photopolarimetric U BV RI observations of this star for 1990-93 are given. In the course of these
observations both the brightest (V = 11.6m ) and the weakest (V = 14.1m ) states of this star were registered. It is
shown that the initial reddening of the star during a minimum is stopped at the same brightness level and the star
can be bluer in the color U − B during the deepest part of minimum.
The decrease of brightness of BM And is accompanied by an increase of the linear polarization (up to 3-7%) simultaneously in all U BV RI bands. These changes agree with the observed ones by Kardopolov & Rspaev (1991) and
are, in their nature, similar to those observed in Herbig Ae stars with non-periodic Algol-type minima. The similar
behaviour both of the color index and of the polarization of BM And and of these stars indicates that the stellar
radiation scattered by dust particles in the circumstellar disk is the source of the intrinsic polarization and reduced
blue radiation observed at the deepest minima. This intrinsic component of the linear polarization was separated from
the observed one.
Study of the interstellar (IS) polarization of the nearby stars shows that IS magnetic field in this region has a regular
structure, and the vector of intrinsic linear polarization of BM And is a parallel to the lines of magnetic force. The
latter means that the circumstellar disk of BM And lies in the plane normal to IS magnetic field if the disk is optically
thin. Such an orientation points to the important role of magnetic field during the initial stage of gravitational collapse
of the protostellar cloud from which BM And was formed.
Accepted by Astron. Astrophys. Supp. Ser.

Identification of Ionizing Sources and Young Stellar Objects in M17
Margaret Murray Hanson and Peter S. Conti
Joint Institute for Laboratory Astrophysics, Campus Box 440, University of Colorado, Boulder, CO 80309-0440, USA
E-mail contact: mhanson@wenonah.colorado.edu
We have obtained high-quality 2-µm (K-band) spectra of 25 stars in the direction of the heavily extincted, Galactic
star-forming region M17. Interloping cool field giants are a potential source of confusion, but K-band spectra combined
with normal JHK colors can identify and distinguish these stars via their strong CO absorption features at λ ≥ 2.29µm.
Among the other sources, we have identified five stars as O type from their spectral lines of HI, HeI, HeII, and NIII by
using a K-band classification system that we have developed (Hanson & Conti 1994, ApJ, 423,L142). These provide
the number of Lyman continuum photons required by radio continuum observations. The remaining stellar objects, all
but one with strong NIR excesses, show completely different spectral characteristics from known main-sequence stars.
Three are completely featureless throughout the K band, four (possibly five) show CO bands in emission and two
(candidate FU Orionis-like objects) have CO bands in absorption combined with extreme NIR excesses. We suggest
that these stellar objects are relatively massive YSOs, still shrouded by circumstellar material.
Accepted by The Astrophysical Journal Letters

Studies of Embedded FIR sources in the vicinity of H2 O masers – I. Observations
Tim Jenness, Paul F. Scott, Rachael Padman
Mullard Radio Astronomy Observatory, Cavendish Laboratory, Madingley Road, Cambridge, CB3 0HE, England
We have undertaken a search for sub-mm embedded cores associated with known water maser sources. For 44 water
maser sources, we found sub-mm continuum emission from 40 (91 per cent) of them using the James Clerk Maxwell
Telescope (JCMT). Some of the sources were then observed further. Maps were made in CO and C18 O (J = 2 → 1)
and CS (J = 5 → 4), using the JCMT, so that the molecular environment of the sources could be examined. In
addition the Very Large Array (VLA) was used to find accurate positions for the water maser emission and hence any
association with compact radio continuum sources. A preliminary examination of the data shows that most of the
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water masers are on average closer than 0.1 pc to the corresponding sub-mm source. A more detailed analysis will
follow in a later paper.
Accepted by Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society

Disk Winds from T Tauri Stars
John Kwan and Eugene Tademaru
Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA., USA
E-mail contact: kwan@donald.phast.umass.edu
We examine the observed characteristics of the low velocity emission of forbidden lines in T Tauri stars and present
arguments for a disk wind origin for that emission. Using the representative values of observed line luminosities and
ratios, we find that the ionization fraction in the [OI] 5577 emission region is high, about 0.1, and that the mass loss
rate in the disk wind is considerably smaller than the mass accretion rate in the disk. Assuming that the disk wind
is caused by a torque exerted by the magnetic field in the disk, we obtain relations between the properties of the disk
wind and the magnetic field parameters at the base of the wind. We find that the product B(phi)B(z) has a typical
magnitude of about 0.4 (gauss)**2 at r=10**13 cm, and that centrifugal flinging via magnetic acceleration is needed
to propel the wind. However, a large portion of the energy available from accretion is lost to radiation, owing to
heating and ionization of the gas while it is being accelerated.
Accepted by Ap. J.

Time variable shocks in the UV: Long term IUE monitoring of HH 29
René Liseau1 , Monica Huldtgren1 , Malcolm Fridlund2 and Murray Cameron3
1

Stockholm Observatory, S-133 36 Saltsjöbaden, Sweden
Astrophysics Division, Space Science Department of ESA, ESTEC, 2200 AG Noordwijk, The Netherlands
3
Max-Planck-Institut für Extraterrestrische Physik, Gießenbachstrasse, D-85748 Garching bei München, Germany
E-mail contact: rene@astro.su.se
2

We have used the IUE to the limit of its capability (∼ 10−15 erg cm−2 s−1 Å−1 ) and present results based on long term
monitoring in the UV of the Herbig-Haro object HH 29, which is dynamically coupled to the outflow activity from the
deeply embedded low mass stellar object IRS 5 in the L 1551 dark cloud. The eight years of IUE observations confirm
the degree of variability of the object, originally discovered by Cameron & Liseau (1990; A&A 240, 409), both what
concerns the amplitudes (factor of two) and short time scales (less than 0.5 yr). We have now also found declines in
brightness with these short time scales, implying local particle densities clearly in excess of 104 cm−3 . The variations
of the shortwave continuum (∼ 1200–1950 Å) and of the high ionization species follow a similar pattern, whereas the
intensity variations of forbidden lines from low ionization species appearanti-correlated. Such behaviour is consistent
with HH 29 changing its degree of excitation with time, probably because of multiple shocks in the object. We argue
that the Mg II h&k lines are optically thick which would explain why they are observed not to vary. From this we
estimate that the true variability time scale of HH 29 is of the order of weeks (106 s) rather than that determined
by the observing frequency, which is several months (107 s). The slope of the very blue shortwave continuum varies
in time as well, which we interpret to be caused by changing temperatures as a consequen ce of the different shock
waves passing through the object. Combining the IUE data with simultaneous ground based observations leads us to
construct a two-phase model for HH 29 from which we derive the physical parameters of the object. In addition to
a conventional component (104 K and 103 cm−3 ), a hot component (several times 104 up to more than 105 K) having
average densities at least as high as 106 cm−3 is required to reconcile with the observations. The volume filling factor of
this gas is consequently small (on the order of 0.1–1%). From comparisons with the high excitation objects HH 1/2 we
infer that the multi-phase conditions characterizing HH 29 probably also apply to other, less systematically observed
HH objects. From the UV luminosity generated by the shocks in HH 29 (0.5 L ) we infer a lower limit to the rate at
which the central source IRS 5 loses mass (> 2 10−5 M yr−1 ). This limit on the mass loss rate is considerably larger
than any conceivable mass accretionrate for the stellar object (probably significantly less than 10−5 M yr−1 ). Given
also the observed variability of HH 29 we argue that the flow from IRS 5 is probably neither homogeneous nor steady
in time. This could potentially reduce the mass loss rate otherwise needed to account for the observed radiative losses
in the L 1551 flow.
Accepted by Astron. Astrophys.
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BIMA Array CS J=2→1 Observations of Sagittarius B2
David M. Mehringer
University of Illinois, Department of Astronomy, 1002 W. Green St., Urbana, IL 61801, USA
E-mail contact: dmehring@sirius.astro.uiuc.edu
Observations of the J = 2→1 transition of CS toward the Sgr B2 star-forming region have been carried out using the
BIMA (Berkeley-Illinois-Maryland Association) array. The angular and spectral resolutions are 900 × 1400 (α × δ) and
1.2 km s−1 , respectively. Results indicate that a high velocity (FWZI∼60 km s−1 ) molecular outflow is present in
Sgr B2(M), a core which contains more than 20 compact and ultracompact H II regions. The mass of the outflow,
derived assuming a normal CS abundance of 2×10−9 , is 8000 M . Because this derived mass is much higher than
that derived from previous observations, it is likely that the fractional abundance of CS in the Sgr B2(M) outflow is
significantly higher than the usual value. No CS emission is observed toward Sgr B2(N), a core/outflow source ∼5000
north of Sgr B2(M). The absence of CS emission toward this core is due at least in part to self-absorption from the
extensive molecular envelope. It is also possible that CS is underabundant toward the Sgr B2(N) core. CS absorption
is observed toward both the Sgr B2(M) and (N) continuum sources. Much of the absorbing material is probably
located in the extensive envelope of the Sgr B2 molecular cloud and other clouds not associated with Sgr B2 that lie
along the same line-of-sight.
Accepted by ApJ

Discovery of Herbig-Haro Objects and Molecular Hydrogen Jets Near Bok Globule
CB34
Miguel Moreira1 , and João Lin Yun1
1

Departamento de Fı́sica, Universidade de Lisboa, Campo Grande, Ed. C1, 1700 Lisboa, Portugal

We report the discovery of four new Herbig-Haro objects (HH 290 S, HH 290 N1, HH 290 N2, and HH 291) and
molecular hydrogen jets associated with the star formation activity seen in Bok globule CB 34. The HH objects were
discovered in narrow-band [SII] and Hα CCD images.
Two of these objects are also seen in a corresponding 2.12 µm v = 1 − 0 S(1) H2 near-infrared image confirming their
shock emission nature. These objects are likely to be driven by an embedded near-infrared source belonging to the
aggregate of young stellar objects found by Alves & Yun (1995).
Additional shock emission features appear in the molecular hydrogen image. We identify two sets of infrared structures
extending for about 0.15 pc and towards the region of highest extinction in the cloud. The features in each set are
well aligned and are likely to trace the presence of embedded jets with high degrees of collimation.
Taken together, these features delineate three separate chains of shock excited nebulae. One chain is seen in both the
optical and near-infrared images. Of the other two chains, one is seen partly in the optical and partly in the infrared,
and the other is seen only in the infrared images.
Accepted by The Astrophysical Journal
A copy of this paper is available via the World Wide Web. Connect to http://delphi.cc.fc.ul.pt/papers/paperHH

Circum-Protostellar Environments III. Gas Densities and Kinetic Temperatures
G. H. Moriarty-Schieven1 , P. G. Wannier2 , J. G. Mangum3 , M. Tamura4 and V. K. Olmsted1
1

Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory, National Research Council, Box 248, Penticton, British Columbia, V2A
6K3, Canada
2
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, MS 169-506, 4800 Oak Grove Dr., Pasadena, CA 91109, USA
3
Submillimeter Telescope Observatory, Steward Observatory, University of Arizona, Tucson, AZ 85721, USA
4
National Astronomical Observatory, Osawa 2-21-1, Mitaka, Tokyo 181, Japan
E-mail contact: schieven@drao.nrc.ca
We have surveyed a complete, flux-limited, IRAS-selected sample of protostars in Taurus whose infrared through
millimeter-wave properties indicate them to be younger than T Tauri stars. We have observed CS J=3-2, 5-4 and 7-6,
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and H2 CO JK−1 K+1 =303 − 202 and 322 − 221 , toward the central positions of all 25 objects. CS traces the dense gas in
the circumstellar envelope, while H2 CO probes the kinetic temperature of the dense gas. Only three of the sources were
detected in both transitions of H2 CO, making it of limited use as a temperature probe of these objects. Combining
the CS- and H2 CO-derived properties with those previously derived from dust continuum emission, we have placed
limits on the temperatures of the envelopes, typically 20K≤TK ≤50K. Derived envelope gas densities and CS column
densities were typically a few×106 cm−3 and a few×1012 cm−2 respectively. Where CS 5-4 was detected (roughly half
of the observed sources), the derived envelope masses were consistent with those derived from dust emission (assuming
a CS/H2 abundance of 10−8 ). Since most of the embedded (i.e. not optically visible) sources were detected in CS 5-4,
and most of the visible sources were not, this may mean either that the CS-emitting envelope has dissipated in the
more evolved objects (confirming Ohashi et al. 1991), or CS has become depleted.
L1551NE may have an asymmetric, double-peaked line profile like that of B335, suggestive of a collapsing envelope.
L1551NE may be in transition from the much younger “class 0” protostar stage to the somewhat more evolved “class
I” protostar stage.
Several of the sources have broad CS line wings probably originating from dense gas in a molecular outflow. In at
least one case, the kinetic temperature of the outflowing gas may be greater than that in the envelope.
Accepted by Astroph. J.

Weak-line T Tauri stars south of Taurus
R. Neuhäuser1 , M.F. Sterzik1 , G. Torres2 , E.L. Martı́n3
1
2
3

Max-Planck-Institut für Extraterrestrische Physik, D–85740 Garching, Germany
Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA
Instituto de Astrofisica de Canarias, E-38200 La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain

We report on the discovery of 15 new weak-line T Tauri stars (wTTS) south of the Taurus molecular clouds based on
the large database produced by the ROSAT All-Sky Survey. High-resolution spectroscopy of 109 optical counterparts
of X-ray sources has been performed to measure their radial velocities in order to verify kinematic membership to the
Taurus T association. Using additional mid-resolution spectroscopy of 44 sources we find that 15 stars exhibit TTS
characteristics such as weak Hα emission, Li 6708 Å absorption, and late spectral types. On the basis of their Lithium
abundance we suspect that these 15 new wTTS are relatively young. Seven of them have radial velocities between 12
and 21 km/s, i.e. consistent with previously known TTS in Taurus molecular clouds, while other new wTTS lie up
to 50 pc away from regions of ongoing star formation and have radial velocities far off the mean Taurus velocity. The
region populated by wTTS in the direction of Taurus extends much further south than previously assumed.
Accepted by A.&A. (preprints are available from Ralph Neuhäuser, Internet: rne@hpth03.mpe-garching.mpg.de)

Formation of Lithium lines in very cool dwarfs
Yakov Pavlenko1 , Rafael Rebolo2 , Eduardo L. Martı́n2 , and Ramón J. Garcı́a López
1

The Principal Observatory of the Academy of Sciences of Ukraine, Golosiiv, Kyiv, Ukraine
Instituto de Astrofı́sica de Canarias, E-38200 La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain
E-mail contact: ege@iac.es
2

We present LTE and NLTE results on the formation of LiI lines (λ6103, λ6708, and λ8126) in the atmospheres of
solar metallicity dwarfs with effective temperatures in the range 5500 K to 2000 K. NLTE effects are governed by
overionization of Li and by the interlocking effects of energy levels. For stars with effective temperature ≥ 4000 K,
we confirm previous findings by Magazzù et al. (1992). NLTE corrections can lower the LTE Li abundances derived
from strong LiI lines by up to 0.5 dex.
Our computations using model atmospheres with temperatures between 3000 K and 2000 K show that prominent LiI
lines are formed. We give a set of line profiles, which support the feasability of the Li test for brown dwarfs. The
ionization-dissociation equilibrium for Li species was carefully considered. NLTE effects on the LiI lines of very cool
dwarfs are found to be small, implying corrections to the LTE Li abundances lower than 0.1 dex. Several numerical
experiments have been carried out to estimate the effects of chromosphere-like structures on the formation of LiI lines.
Our preliminary results suggest that in the presence of very strong chromospheres, the line strengths are reduced.
Accepted by Astronomy and Astrophysics (Main Journal)
12

Gravitational instability in turbulent, non-uniform media
Enrique Vázquez-Semadeni1 and Adriana Gazol1,2
1
2

Instituto de Astronomı́a, UNAM, Apdo. Postal 70-264, México, D. F. 04510, México
Observatoire de la Côte d’Azur, BP 229, 06340 Nice cedex 4, France

E-mail contact: enro@astroscu.unam.mx
We present a gravitational instability analysis for a non-uniform medium, with “microturbulence” characterized by
a kinetic energy spectrum E(k) = Ak −α , and within which density condensations (“clouds”) follow a density-size
scaling law of the form ρ(k) = Bk β , where k ∼ 1/l, and l is the scale size. Model terms are used for the turbulent
pressure and for the scale dependence of the gravitational potential. Since the initial state is already non-uniform, this
work bypasses the problem of cloud formation, and just focuses on the problem of cloud support against gravitational
collapse.
We find that a variety of regimes exist depending on the parameters α and β. The case β > 2 implies a total inversion
of the Jeans criterion, with small clouds being unstable and large clouds stabilized by turbulent pressure, regardless of
the spectral index α. If β < 2, then two possibilities exist: if α + β < 3, then the original Jeans criterion is recovered,
while if α +β > 3 small clouds are stabilized by thermal pressure, and large clouds are stabilized by turbulent pressure,
with the possible existence of an intermediate range of cloud sizes that are unstable. The special case α + β = 3 is
discussed. It corresponds to virial balance between gravity and turbulent pressure at all cloud sizes. This case includes
the empirical scaling relations ρ ∼ l−1 and ∆v ∼ l1/2 , although a continuum of other possible combinations exist.
More generally, however, a wide range of stable configurations exist that do not require precise balance between gravity
and turbulence at all cloud sizes.
Finally, we discuss the assumptions necessary to perform a linear instability analysis for this problem, in particular
that of microturbulence. We conclude that this type of calculations can only provide crude guidelines for media
with large-amplitude fluctuations such as the interstellar medium, a complete understanding of which most likely
necessitates fully nonlinear calculations.
Accepted by Astron. Astrophys.

A Rapidly Moving Shell in the Orion Nebula
Donald K. Walter, C.R.O’Dell, Xihai Hu, and Reginald J. Dufour
Department of Space Physics and Astronomy, Rice University MS108, P.O.Box 1892, Houston, TX 77251, USA
A well resolved elliptical shell in the innner Orion Nebula has been investigated by monochromatic imaging plus high
and low resolution spectroscopy. We find that it is of low ionization and the two bright ends are moving at -39 and
-49 km s−1 with respect to OMC-1. There is no central object, even in the infrared J bandpass although H2 emission
indicates a possible association with the nearby very young pre-Main Sequence star J&W 352, which is one of the
youngest pre-Main Sequence stars in the inner Orion Nebula. Many of the characteristics of this object(low ionization,
blue shift) are like those of the Herbig Haro objects, although the symmetric form would make it an unusual member
of that class. Accepted by The PASP July 1995 issue

Sub-arcsecond Imaging of W3(OH) at 87.7 GHz
D.J. Wilner1 , W.J. Welch2 and J.R.Forster2
1
2

Harvard-Smithsonian Center for Astrophysics, 60 Garden Street, Cambridge, MA 02138, USA
Radio Astronomy Laboratory, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA

E-mail contact: wilner@cfa.harvard.edu
We report continuum observations of the W3(OH) region with the BIMA array at an effective frequency of 87.7 GHz
with sub-arcsecond resolution (0.00 7×0.00 5). The bright ultracompact HII region shows a shell-like morphology, consistent
with an extrapolation from lower frequencies of optically thin free-free emission with no significant contribution from
dust. A weak unresolved continuum source is detected 600 to the east of the ultracompact HII region, coincident with
the elongated centimeter-wave synchrotron source associated with the TW object. The source brightness temperature
is approximately 20 K, and the spectral index between 87.7 GHz and 111 GHz is characteristic of optically thin thermal
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dust emission. Assuming standard dust properties, we estimate that the underlying source luminosity is 103 − 104 L ,
and we derive a mass of 10 − 20 M for the emission region. We speculate that this represents circumstellar material
about to be incorporated into a newly forming star, making the TW object the high-mass equivalent of a “Class 0”
low-mass protostar.
Accepted by The Astrophysical Journal (Letters)

Stars approaching the Substellar Limit in the α Persei Young Open Cluster
Maria Rosa Zapatero-Osorio1 , Rafael Rebolo1 , Eduardo L. Martı́n1 , and Ramón J. Garcı́a López1,2
1

Instituto de Astrofı́sica de Canarias, E-38200 La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain
Department of Astronomy, The Unversity of Texas at Austin, Texas 78712-1083, Spain
E-mail contact: ege@iac.es
2

We present mid resolution optical spectroscopy of seven very low mass stars in the α Persei open cluster. The brown
dwarf candidate AP0323+4853 (spectral type M6) is included in the sample. Our radial velocity measurements indicate
that all of them are highly probable cluster members. Hα equivalent widths have been measured and compared with
previous published data for other known members. A turnover in the chromospheric activity around spectral type
M3-4 is observed. AP0323+4853, located in the cool side of the turnover is confirmed to exhibit large Hα variability.
This object is the coolest α Persei member for which spectra are available and for which chromospheric activity has
been measured.
Using the LiI doublet at λ670.8 nm, we derive upper limits to the atmospheric Li abundance in the sample and discuss
them in the context of the most recent evolutionary tracks. The non-detection of Li in the spectrum of the brown
dwarf candidate implies a mass greater than 0.08 M , and therefore it is not a substellar object. However, its position
in the HR diagram suggests that this star is very close to the substellar limit.
Accepted by Astronomy and Astrophysics (Main Journal)
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New Books

Kinematics and Dynamics of Diffuse Astrophysical Media
Edited by J.E. Dyson and E.B. Carling
Selected articles of particular interest for the star formation community:
H.C. van de Hulst: Cosmical Aerodynamics - Why was it so difficult?
J.E. Drew: Spectroscopic Constraints on Outflows from BN-type Objects
T.P Ray: Herbig Ae/Be Stars
J.M. Porter: Radiatively Driven Winds Using Lagrangian Hydrodynamics
K. Wood: Parametric Determination of the Inclination of Keplerian Circumstellar Discs from Spectropolarimetric
Profiles of Scattered Lines
A.C. Raga: Coupled Stellar Jet/Molecular Outflow Models
L.M Chernin & C.R Masson: Modelling Jet-Driven Molecular Outflows
S.A.E.G. Falle: Jets
S. Biro & A.C. Raga: A Simulation of a Jet with the Hiccups
R. Padman & J.S. Richer: Interactions between Molecular Outflows and Optical Jets
J. Eislöffel: Proper Motion Measurements in the HH 46/47 Outflow
J.J. Wiseman & P.T.P Ho: Fragmentation and Heating of Streamers in Orion
M.T. Malone, E.E. Dyson & T.W. Hartquist: Highly Supersonic Molecular Flows in Wind-Clump Boundary Layers
R. López et al.: High Density Tracers in Outflow Regions: NH3 vs. CS
S.D. Taylor, D.A. Williams & T.W. Hartquist: Modelling the Constancy of X
J.M.C. Rawlings, N.J. Evans & S. Zhou: Gas-Grain Interaction in the Low Mass Star-Forming Region B335
H.M. Lloyd et al.: The Hydrodynamics of Bipolar Explosions
T.W. Hartquist: The Global Structure of the Interstellar Medium
A. Lazarian: A Statistical Description of Astrophysical Turbulence
J. Meaburn: Recent Optical Observations of Circumstellar and Interstellar Phenomena
J. Meaburn & R.M. Massey: High Speed Flows in the Vicinity of the Trapezium
C.R. O’Dell: The Orion Nebula: Structure, Dynamics, and Population
S.J. Chapman et al.: Star Formation in Shocked Layers
Kluwer Academic Publishers 1994, Hardbound ISBN 0-7923-2992-9
Price Dutch Guilders 395.00/USD 245.00/British Pounds 158.00 plus postage.
Reprinted from Astrophysics and Space Science Vol. 216, Nos. 1-2, 1994
Payment by check, money order or credit cards (Access, Eurocard, Mastercard, American Express, Visa, Diners Club)
For customers in USA, Canada and Mexico:
Kluwer Academic Publishers, Order Department
P.O.Box 358, Accord Station
Hingham, Ma 02018-0358, USA
Tel. (1) 617-871-6300
Fax: (1) 617-871-6528
E-mail: kluwer@world.std.com
For the rest of the world:
Kluwer Academic Publishers, Order Department
P.O.Box 322, 3300 AH Dordrecht
The Netherlands
Tel. (31) 78-524400
Fax: (31) 78-524474
E-mail: services@wkap.nl
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Meetings
Jets from Stars and Galactic Nuclei
to be held 3 to 7 July, 1995 in Bad Honnef, Germany
Organizer: Wolfgang Kundt (University of Bonn)
The jet phenomenon is encountered not only on (meta-)galactic scales but also on stellar scales, i.e. from several Mpc
down to fractions of one pc. It shows very uniform morphologies: jets, knots (Herbig-Haros), heads (bowshocks),
and lobes (cocoons), typical jet opening angles of 10−2 , no jet branching ever, cocoon elongations 1:5, jet/lobe-power
ratios of 10−2 to 10+2 , sidedness, rapid core variability, superluminal knot motions, very broad spectra. For largely
historical reasons, this rather uniform phenomenon has found very different explanations by theorists throughout the
years: Beams of extremely relativistic pair plasma (bulk Lorentz factor above 102 ) were proposed for the extragalactic
radio sources in Nature 288, 149 (1980), hydrogen bullets for SS 433, light beams shining through cloud holes for
object 50 in Orion, supermassive black holes for the engines of the extragalactic sources, but very young stars, neutron
stars, and white dwarfs for the engines of the stellar sources. In Ap.J. 429, L57 (1994), Begelman, Rees & Sikora
collect old and new reasons in favour of bulk Lorentz factors above 102 . In their forthcoming Ann.Rev. article,
Kormendy and Richstone leave little evidence for the presence of supermassive black holes in the centers of nearby
galaxies. Numerical simulations reported in Nature 354, 374 (1992), and more recently by Marti et al (Garching)
show ”unexpected” stabi- lity for jets of high bulk Lorentz factors. It therefore seems timely to critically compare the
various proposed mechanisms for jet production, collimation, and upgrading. A key question will concern the in-situ
acceleration of electrons (and positrons) to large Lorentz factors.
Up to 30 active participants are envisaged.
Further inquiries should be directed to the organizer (wkundt@astro.uni-bonn.de).

The Star Formation Newsletter is a vehicle for fast distribution of information of interest for astronomers
working on star formation and molecular clouds. You can submit material for the following sections:
Abstracts of recently accepted papers (only for papers sent to refereed journals, not reviews nor conference
notes), Dissertation Abstracts (presenting abstracts of new Ph.D dissertations), Meetings (announcing
meetings broadly of interest to the star formation and interstellar medium community), New Books (giving details of books relevant for the same community), New Jobs (advertising jobs specifically aimed
towards persons within our specialty), and Short Announcements (where you can inform or request information from the community).
Latex macros for submitting abstracts and dissertation abstracts are appended to each issue
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The Star Formation Newsletter is available on the World Wide Web.
You can either access it via the ESO Portal (http://http.hq.eso.org/eso-homepage.html) or directly in two ways:
by issue number (http://http.hq.eso.org/star-form-newsl/star-form-list.html) or via a wais index
(wais://http.hq.eso.org:2010/starform). You can also access it through the University of Massachusetts
Astronomy World Wide Web server, the URL for its home page is http://www-astro.phast.umass.edu/
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